
CLASSIC PARIS TOUR
A French Collection

6 - 12 SEPTEMBER 2021

An elegant classic all women tour with fine dining, luxury shopping

and the gentle exploring of Paris' iconic locations and secret places



CLASSIC PARIS TOUR

Destination:

D INE .
Enjoy French Food & Wine

PAR IS

Paris is the ultimate city for indulging

your tastebuds. Whether it's a fresh

warm croissant, decadent petite cake

or a degustation dinner, you will love

dining in and around Paris. 

We will dine in sumptuous restaurants,

relaxed cafes and picnic on the grass.

SHOP .
Experience Markets & Luxury Stores

Whether you are looking for a treasured

antique, a hard to find cooking utensil,

French linens ,  unusual fabrics or

handmade stationery, our list of favourite

stores and markets will please.

Bring a souvenir home with a difference.



CLASSIC PARIS TOUR

Destination:

EXPLORE .
Walk and Explore Paris' Secrets

PAR IS

Paris  needs to be explored on foot and

in an unhurried way. We'll visit the iconic

landmarks you've dreamt of and the

secret spots you've never heard of. All

will be absorbed in a  leisurely manner

for unforgettable lasting memories.

Best photographic spots are assured.

STAY .
Experience the Upmarket 7th Arron.

Home will be amongst the elegance of

the boutiques, leafy trees and beautiful

architecture that makes up the 7th

arrondissement.

The only bittersweet moment will be

saying goodbye to our Parisian home of

7 days.

 



CLASSIC PARIS TOUR

Destination:

ENJOY .

Classic Paris In A Small Group

PAR IS

Join me in our small all women group 7 day tour

of a life time., making memories with like minded 

travellers who enjoy the good life and a genteel

pace when travelling.

 

After living in France part time over the last 10

years and exploring Paris many times, it's my

delight to share her wonders with you too.

 

Strolling, smelling the flowers, reading a book in

the sun, sipping a coffee at a cafe and generally

soaking up all that is Paris is what we do at A

French Collection tours.

 

Iconic locations, secret places, speciality stores,

markets, cozy restaurants and memorable

dining experiences coupled with

accommodation in the elegant 7th

arrondissement will have you wishing you could

stay even longer.

 

With limited places, bookings are now open for

our  2021 tours.

Please contact me for more details, any

questions and an itinerary on 

annette.charlton@afrenchcollection.com

 

It's a privilege to share Paris with you 

Annette xx

 

 


